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As device dimensions are scaled beyond the 45nm node, new device architectures

and new materials need to be examined which are able to address the technological

challenges and meet the requirements for sub-50nm MOSFETs. In this dissertation an

alternate MOSFET device architecture is proposed that is not only capable of excellent

subthreshold characteristics and off-state leakage current but also enhanced drive currents

leading to high ION/IOFF ratio that can make it a suitable candidate for replacing the planar

MOSFET as scaling is extended beyond the 45nm CMOS technology node. The

proposed MOSFET device is formed by a fully-depleted Si cantilever channel suspended

between source/drain “anchors” wrapped all-around by the gate. The device architecture

proposed is further integrated with a high-κ dielectric and metal gate, making it more

amenable to scaling. In addition to novel architectures, high mobility novel material

based channel engineering has also emerged as an attractive alternative for performance

enhancements beyond sub-50nm nodes. If such materials such as Ge, or SiGe or strained-
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Si are to be used in production they need to be integrated on Si substrates from the cost

and manufacturability point of view, along with concomitant requirements of good

material quality and simple processing. This dissertation describes a technique of

epitaxially growing high quality pure Ge-on-bulk Si substrates by ultra-high-vacuum

chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD). The Ge layer is grown on thin SiGe layers with

rapidly-varying Ge mole fraction which have been shown to block misfit dislocation

defects. A similar technique to implement biaxially-tensile-strained Si on ultra-thin

dislocation blocking buffer layers is also demonstrated. NMOSFETs fabricated on the

strained-Si channels showed significant enhancements in mobility. This dissertation also

demonstrates integration of high-mobility SiGe with the fully-depleted gate-all-around

cantilever channel architecture which might be suitable for high performance devices.

Finally modeling and analysis of hot carrier reliability of strained Si devices is included

for Intel’s 65nm and 90nm nodes, along with studies of low frequency noise degradation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 MOTIVATION

The challenge that complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect

transistor (CMOSFET) device scaling poses today is to extend it beyond the 45nm node

sustaining the historic annual increase of intrinsic speed of high performance

microprocessors at 17%1 and keeping in pace with what is called Moore’s Law2 (Fig

1.1). However, scaling the conventional CMOS transistor beyond the 45nm generation

ushers in several fundamental limitations: i) control of leakage currents that require gate

dielectrics so thin and bodies doped so heavily that a process window sufficiently large

for manufacturing might not be found3,4; ii) sustaining the electrostatic integrity of a

device, reflecting its resistance to 2D parasitic effects such as short-channel effects (SCE)

and drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL), which requires such ultra-thin and fully-

depleted body that it will pose serious manufacturing and process integration issues; iii)

sustaining the ION/IOFF ratio which will no longer be sufficient with planar bulk-Si beyond

the 90nm node for high performance devices and the 65nm node for low operating-power

and low standby-power applications; iv) sustaining the speed (CV/I) which requires that

Cgate be also controlled, along with enhancements in ION. In addition to the above-

mentioned problems there are a significant number of other process and manufacturing

challenges that need to be taken into account to continue scaling the conventional CMOS

transistor beyond the 45nm nodes and keep up with performance enhancements in a cost

effective way. It is necessary therefore to come up with innovations to augment, if not,

replace conventional CMOS technology to address these challenges.
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Figure 1.1: Historical reduction in transistor feature size and cost per technology nodes,
Intel Corp5

The two most promising contemporary approaches in meeting these challenges

are new transistor architecture and new materials. The novel device architecture approach

seeks to address the electrostatics challenges of the device and set up avenues for its

integration with new materials. The novel materials approach involves new materials for

the gate stack (high-κ dielectrics and electrode materials) as well as high mobility

materials for the conduction channel and materials for the source/drain regions with

enhanced carrier injection properties. The motivation of this dissertation is to propose an

alternative MOSFET device architecture and its possible integration with high mobility

channel materials as well as high-k/metal gate stack which may be suitable for sustaining

scaling of CMOS technology beyond the 45nm nodes.
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1.2 REVIEW OF NOVEL MOSFET ARCHITECTURES

Several alternative architectures have been proposed to address the technological

challenges and meet the requirements for scaling beyond the 45nm nodes MOSFETs --

the most promising being the double gate MOSFET6 and its self-aligned implementation--

the FinFET7-9 or multi-gate FETs. Ultra-thin body Silicon-on-Insulator (UTBSOI)

MOSFETs (e.g. Partially-Depleted SOI (PDSOI) and Fully Depleted SOI (FDSOI)

MOSFET)10-12 provide a more conventional alternative. The popularity of the FinFET

device as a suitable candidate for scaling is due to its closeness to the conventional

MOSFET in layout and fabrication. The FinFET consists of a vertical Si fin, controlled

by self-aligned double-gates formed on the vertical surfaces of the ultra-thin fully-

depleted (FD) Si fin, leading to improvements in short channel effect as well as enhanced

current drivability. The lateral electric field generated by the drain electrode is better

screened from the source end of the channel and at the same time the two gates can

control roughly twice as much current as a single gate, resulting in stronger switching

signals. However, all these schemes have their own limitations. For the FDSOI/UTBSOI

single gate MOSFETs, although thinning silicon films can lead to effective suppression

of short channel effects (SCE) in principle, the requirements on thickness of the silicon

layer would be so low for acceptable performance beyond the 45nm nodes that it will be

very difficult to implement it in practice because of the non-uniformity present in these

films which are comparable to the desired film thickness13.The FinFET is also limited by

the fact that it requires control of two critical dimensions through lithography and etch---

gate length and body thickness. The fact that the body thickness (the fin width) is defined

by a lithography step for FinFETs is a serious limitation since based on calculation of a

“natural length” 14 that represents the penetration distance of the electric field lines from

the drain to the body of the device. It has been shown14,15 that for preventing short-channel
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effects and having a reasonable subthreshold behavior the silicon body thickness must be

much lower than the gate length even for double gate structures such that the critical

dimension in lithography for a double gate FinFET now becomes the fin width rather

than the channel length. Furthermore, the use of ultra-thin fins poses the problem of high

source/drain resistance and tight etch-selectivity budget. In addition, reactive ions etch

(RIE) damage on the sidewalls of the fin might cause mobility degradation, among other

problems. Using a triple gate structure instead of the double gate FinFET can relax the

requirements of the Si body thickness making it more manufacturable. Such devices have

also been demonstrated16 to have lower leakages and enhanced drive current than the

double-gate FinFET. However, one is limited to at most three gates in these devices, with

concomitant limitations of packing density on the Si real estate.

Another interesting scheme is the Silicon-on-Nothing (SON)17,18 architecture in

which an intermediate sacrificial Silicon-Germanium (SiGe) layer transfers the bulk

lattice continuity to the Si channel region. The SiGe layer is then selectively removed so

that the Si cap layer remains suspended over an air gap. The air gap can be later filled up

with a dielectric if desired. Since both the Si cap layer and the underlying air pocket is

defined by epitaxy their thickness and uniformity can, in principle, be much better

controlled than other SOI substrate techniques and thin enough Si films can be realized

by epitaxy that might still be fully- depleted for acceptable performance in sub-45nm

nodes. However, this architecture is also limited by several processing issues such as

preserving the oxide layer in the tunnel under the Si cap layer during preparation of S/D

trenches for selective epitaxial growth (SEG) of Si. Based on this SON architecture, Lee

et al. demonstrated19,20 a multiple bridge channel field-effect transistor (MBCFET) that is

formed by multiple suspended fully or partially-depleted silicon cantilever channels

between source drain (S/D) "anchors" as shown in Fig 1.2a. The gate wraps around each

INTEL
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of the Si channels forming a multiple gate-all-around (GAA) architecture (Fig 1.2b). The

device architecture does not put any limitation on the number of gates, enabling

massively parallel channel self-aligned MOSFETs, the number of gates as well as the

body thickness being determined by epitaxy rather than lithography leading to much

better control. Like the SON process, epitaxially-grown, sacrificial SiGe layers transfer

the bulk lattice continuity to each of the FD GAA channels. The multiple parallel

vertically stacked channels formed this way enable increasing the effective electrical

width of the transistor by stacking such silicon layers vertically without consuming

additional Si real estate. The FD GAA architecture allows it to maintain low off-state

leakage and excellent subthreshold characteristics, thereby leading to a high ION/IOFF ratio,

making it a suitable architecture for scaling beyond the 45nm nodes.

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the proposed device. (a) Angled front view
showing the cantilever channels suspended between S/D anchors (b) Cross-
sectional view showing poly wrapping around the GAA cantilever channels

S/D anchors
Si Cantilevers

S/D anchors
Si Cantilevers

Si

Si

Si

Interconnected
polysilicon gate
wrapping around
the channels

Gate
Oxide

Si
S/D

Si
S/D

(a) (b)
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The device architecture proposed in this dissertation is closely related to this

cantilever-bridge channel MOSFET to which modifications have been incorporated for

further performance enhancements along with its integration with high-k dielectric/ metal

gate stack and high-mobility channel material.

1.3 REVIEW OF HIGH MOBILITY CHANNEL MATERIAL BASED MOSFETS

In addition to MOSFETs with a novel architecture, high mobility novel material

based channel engineering has also emerged as an attractive alternative for performance

enhancements beyond sub-45nm CMOS node. Strain engineering in the channel to

improve carrier transport properties has proved to be an attractive means of dramatically

improving CMOS performance using silicon-based materials.Both tensile-strained-Si

NMOS and compressively-strained-Si PMOS have been shown21,22 to enhance drive

currents due to enhancements in mobility under strain and have been successfully

integrated in the 65nm and 90nm CMOS technology nodes.23. The reason behind such

enhancements in mobility is related to the modification of the band structure under strain.

In tensile-strained Si, the six-fold degenerate conduction band valleys split into (1) the

lower energy twofold degenerate valleys (∆2) having low in-plane transverse effective

mass and (2) the higher energy four-fold degenerate valleys (∆4) such that the mobility

enhancement results from the reduced intervalley phonon scattering and smaller in-plane

effective transport mass. In compressively strained-Si, on the other hand, the mobility

enhancements result from the lifting of the degeneracy in the valence band and shift and

warping of the bands that lead to holes populating the lowest energy band which is light-

hole like causing significantly lower in-plane conductivity effective mass.

Although both biaxially tensile strained-Si on relaxed SiGe buffer layers24 and

uniaxially tensile strained Si using nitride stress liners25 have been demonstrated, the

uniaxially strained Si devices have been more promising from the manufacturability point
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of view. Biaxially strained-Si devices require thick relaxed SiGe buffer layers that are not

only extremely challenging to fabricate but also pose serious device related issues such as

self-heating effects and degradation in RF performances26. The thick relaxed SiGe virtual

substrates not only need to have a high Ge content to generate more strain in the channel

but also a high degree of strain relaxation while maintaining a low defect density and

surface roughness near the surface of the buffer. All these concomitant requirements

makes the growth procedures for low defect density SiGe relaxed buffer layers quite

complicated requiring additional chemical mechanical polish (CMP) steps. Hence, if such

biaxially-strained Si devices need to be incorporated in CMOS processing they need to be

on much thinner buffer layers which should be easier to fabricate and mitigate the device

issues like self heating effects. This dissertation proposes such a technique of growing

strained-Si on ultra-thin Si1-xGex buffer with a rapidly varying Ge mole fraction that is

much simpler and faster than the existing methods.

Compressively strained Si incorporated in the 65nm and 90nm nodes, like tensile

strained-Si, has been also uniaxially applied where the strain is either induced from the

two sides of the channel by SiGe source/drains27 or using a nitride capping layer28.

Compressively strained Si1-xGex and pure Ge channel MOSFETs have also drawn interest

due to enhanced carrier transport properties in Ge compared to Si. In addition advances in

the field of high-κ dielectrics have also helped mitigate the problems of an unstable Ge-

oxide dielectric and it seems that Ge-channel devices with high-k dielectric and metal

gate may be an attractive alternative for high performance devices beyond sub 45nm

nodes. Though some initial work has been done on Ge MOSFETs fabricated on bulk Ge

substrates29-32, the use of bulk Ge wafers is not as attractive as the use of Si wafers from a

mechanical strength, cost and manufacturability point-of-view. It seems likely, therefore,

that if Ge-channel MOSFETs were to be used in the production of integrated circuits,
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they would need to be fabricated on Si substrates. Several methodologies for integrating

pure Ge on Si substrates have been proposed33,34 recently, including compressively

strained Ge p-MOSFETs on Si substrates35,36. However the growth procedures involved in

these techniques are complicated, mostly requiring the use of thick, buffer layers which

make their integration into CMOS process flow rather challenging. In this dissertation,

we propose a technique of epitaxially growing pure Ge on ultra-thin dislocation blocking

rapidly graded SiGe buffer layers on Si substrates using an ultra-high-vacuum chemical

vapor deposition (UHVCVD) system. The growth methodology proposed is simpler and

faster and can be easily integrated in a CMOS process flow.

Another scheme of incorporating Ge channel on Si is the Ge-condensation

technique37,38. Starting from a SOI wafer, this involves growing a SiGe layer followed by

dry oxidation at a high temperature such that Ge atoms are rejected from the SiGe-oxide

layer during oxidation and are condensed in the remaining SiGe/SOI layer. The SiO2

layer is then removed leading to a high Ge-rich layer on insulator. Based on the Ge-

condensation technique this dissertation also proposes a scheme of integrating the novel

architecture cantilever channel MOSFET with high channel mobility SiGe, leading to

performance enhancements that can be ideal for scaling beyond the 45nm nodes.

1.4 ORGANIZATION

As stated above, the motivation of this dissertation is to propose viable means to

sustain scaling beyond the 45nm CMOS node. The approach that have been taken in this

dissertation in order to achieve this is based on two major avenues – (1) novel

architecture based MOSFET design and (2) novel high mobility material channel based

MOSFETs. To achieve further enhancement we also propose an integration of these two

approaches that might be more attractive for scaling beyond the 45nm node. In addition

we identified and modeled some reliability and degradation mechanisms that might
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significantly affect device performances beyond the 90nm CMOS node unless proper

modeling and estimation is done to account for these effects. This dissertation thus

revolves around four major parts consisting of seven chapters in addition to an

introduction and a conclusion chapter.

The first part deals with a novel architecture based MOSFET design that can be a

suitable candidate for sustaining scaling. It consists of two chapters. In chapter 2,

simulation and modeling of the device architecture is done that reveals the advantages of

the device along with some device issues based on which we decide the final device

architecture that we fabricated. The characteristics of the MOSFET based on this

architecture are demonstrated in chapter 3.

The second part of this dissertation is based on integration of novel high mobility

material channel MOSFET devices on Si substrates. In chapter 4, a high quality pure Ge

layer epitaxially grown on Si substrates is demonstrated. The Ge layer grown on thin

dislocation blocking SiGe layers with a rapidly graded Ge mole fraction is very suitable

for high mobility MOSFET applications. A similar concept is also used for implementing

tensile strained Si channel MOSFETs on ultra-thin relaxed buffer layers and is

demonstrated in chapter 5. The strained-Si channel grown on these ultra-thin buffer

layers are a significant improvement over the current art and can enhance device

performance using a simpler process.

The third part of this dissertation proposes a MOSFET device that combines the

benefits of a novel architecture with high mobility material based channels. It consists of

a device architecture that can successfully address the electrostatic challenges

encountered in scaling and sets up a platform to integrate high mobility strained SiGe in

the channel.
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The fourth part deals with device reliability issues in sub-90nm CMOS node.

Chapter 7 in this part demonstrates significant degradation of low frequency noise due to

hot electron stress. This noise degradation is estimated as a function of the drain current

degradation to enable successful design of analog and RF IC below 90nm nodes. Chapter

8 demonstrates the effects of mechanical strain in the channel on hot electron reliability

of MOSFETs. Since the 90nm node, strained-Si devices have already been incorporated

in a conventional CMOS processs. Although the strain in the channel leads to

performance enhancements and seems attractive for scaling, it needs to be determined

how the strain affects the reliability and the lifetime of the devices. In this chapter we

demonstrate the effects of strain on hot carrier lifetime of MOSFET devices. Finally,

chapter 9 draws conclusions and summarizes this work and proposes several ideas for

further research and future considerations.
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PART I: NOVEL MOSFET ARCHITECTURES FOR SUB 45nm CMOS
NODES

Chapter 2: Modeling and design of a vertically-stacked multiple fully-
depleted (FD) gate-all-around (GAA) channel MOSFET

2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE DEVICE ARCHITECTURE

A multiple channel MOSFET device architecture is proposed for sub-100nm

regime that is capable of very high on-current to off-current ratio while consuming lower

Si real estate and having excellent IV characteristics. The proposed MOSFET is formed

by multiple suspended fully or partially-depleted silicon cantilever channels between

source drain (S/D) "anchors". The gate wraps around each of the silicon channels forming

a multiple gate-all-around (GAA) architecture (Fig 1.3). Multiple parallel vertically

stacked channels can be formed this way, anchored by the source and drain which enable

increasing the effective electrical width of the transistor by stacking such silicon layers

vertically without consuming additional Si real estate. At the same time the GAA

architecture allows it to maintain excellent off-state characteristics thereby making it a

suitable candidate for scaling beyond 45nm nodes.

The device architecture proposed is somewhat based on the SON approach. It

uses epitaxy, rather than lithography and reactive-ion-etch (RIE) as for a FinFET, to

determine the body thickness, leading to potentially better control. At the same time, it

does not put any limitation on the number of gates, enabling massively parallel gate

MOSFETs, the number of gates being determined by the number of layers of silicon

grown by epitaxy rather than lithography. Like the SON process, epitaxially grown

sacrificial SiGe layers transfer the bulk lattice continuity to each of the channels that are

then wrapped all around by the gate oxide and polysilicon. Since these sacrificial SiGe
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layers are below the critical layer thickness, the Si cantilever channels grow

pseudomorphically on them and have the same lattice constant as the bulk Si. The

proposed architecture combines the advantages of both the FinFET and the SON. It adds

the multiple gate concept to the SON architecture, thereby improving the subthreshold

characteristics and Ion/Ioff ratio while at the same time consuming less Si real estate than

the FinFET having a similar drive current. A similar device architecture has been

demonstrated by Lee et al19,20 showing low off-state leakage, excellent subthreshold

behavior and high drive currents. However such a structure has its own limitations and

further enhancements could be introduced if these issues are addressed properly. The

device architecture demonstrated by Lee et al19,20 is not optimally designed in a way to

address these issues for performance enhancements. In order to achieve such

enhancements, 3D device simulations were done using TAURUS39 for evaluating and

modeling the device characteristics of the multiple n-channel MOSFET such that a

suitable design for this novel device architecture can be proposed that accounts for these

limitations. In addition to device modeling and simulation, we initially fabricated the

cantilever channels anchored between the source/drain (S/D), to verify the mechanical

stability of the structure. In this chapter, we shall first describe the process methodology

used to fabricate the multiple channel devices followed by experimental results showing

their morphological feasibility, followed by discussions of the simulation results. Finally,

we address several device issues related to this architecture and suggest modifications to

overcome them.

2.2 FABRICATION SCHEME FOR FD GAA MULTIPLE CHANNEL MOSFET

The first step in the device fabrication is epitaxial growth of superlattices

consisting of Si and sacrificial SiGe films (Fig2.1a) using a UHVCVD system40. The Ge

mole fraction in the SiGe layers were ~0.2 and the thickness were varied depending on
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whether they were single or multiple cantilevers. The growth temperatures were ~450-

500○C. This is followed by a mesa etch using a RIE of the Si-SiGe stack (Fig. 2.1b) using

an active area mask that consists of large S/D areas on either side and a smaller bridge

like channel connecting them (Fig 2.2a). For the RIE, to form the mesa, a silicon-nitride

layer is used as a mask to protect the topmost Si layer. The SiGe layer(s) is then

selectively etched off using a selective wet etch41 which is a composition of

HF:H2O2:CH3COOH in a volume ratio of 1:2:3 having a selectivity as high as 100:1 for

20% Ge mole fraction and an etch rate of 13-14nm/min. The etch time is selected so that

the SiGe under the narrow bridge in the mesa is completely etched off but those under the

larger S/D regions on either side are still retained so that they can anchor the Si

cantilevers now suspended in air following the SiGe etch (Fig 2.1c, 2.2b). This is

followed by removal of the nitride, gate oxidation and CVD of in-situ doped polysilicon.

The gate mask is then patterned followed by a RIE of the poly silicon which now wraps

around the oxidized cantilever channels (Fig 2.1d). Fabrication till this process step is

enough for verifying the mechanical stability of the structure. However to complete the

MOSFET flow this must be followed by ion implantation to form the S/D regions, and

subsequent contact etch and metallization. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) scans on

the fabricated structure demonstrating their morphological stability are shown in Fig 2.2.

The fabrication scheme described above is simple but the device architecture thus

fabricated suffers from several limitations -- a major issue being the residual polysilicon

remaining under the cantilever channels along the sidewalls with the S/D anchors. This

leads to an increased overlap gate-to-S/D Miller capacitance degrading the high

frequency characteristics of the device. In addition this large overlap capacitance would

degrade the speed performance of the device since the speed-performance metric (CV/I)-1 

decreases, even though the drive current ION is high. Adding multiple cantilevers worsens
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the situation as the S/D sidewall overlap area increases but as we shall demonstrate in the

next section, the drive current does not scale as much.

Figure 2.1: Fabrication steps to verify the mechanical stability of the cantilever chanels;
(a) following the UHVCVD growths a nitride deposition (b) after the RIE
etch (c) selective etching of SiGe under the channel (d) gate stack formation
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Figure 2.2: SEM scans of the fabricated cantilever channel structure ; (a) shows the
active area region (b) complete removal of SiGe under the channel to form
cantilevers (c) 2 cantilever channels (d) gate wrap-around the channels

The large overlap of the gate on the S/D sidewalls would also cause significant

gate-induced-drain leakage (GIDL) issues. These problems can however, in principle be

addressed by incorporating dielectric pockets on the S/D sidewalls, but not only does that

involve additional processing but also involve other issues like non-alignment of the

bottom gates. In the next section we shall address all these issues with the help of device

simulations and suggest modifications to overcome these problems and propose

S/D anchors
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architecture that not only show device characteristics ideal for scaling beyond 45nm but

also is simple and suitable from a cost-performance point of view.

2.3 MODELING AND SIMULATION OF THE MULTIPLE GAA SI CANTILEVER CHANNEL
MOSFET

Simulations of the multiple cantilever channel NMOSFET device were done

using the TAURUS 3D process and device simulator and the results were compared with

a planar MOSFET device consuming the same Si real estate. The compared devices had a

drawn gate length of 50nm, a gate oxide thickness of 1nm, channel doping of 1017cm-3 and

S/D doping of 1020cm-3. The multiple channel device had a drawn width of 50nm with a

silicon cantilever thickness is 20nm. So the electrical width of each of these cantilevers is

140nm and the total effective electrical width of the multiple gate device is determined by

the number of the Si cantilevers times the electrical width of each cantilever. All currents

shown are thus normalized in terms of the drawn widths to demonstrate this enhancement

in effective electrical width.

Fig.2.3 shows Id-Vg characteristics of a multiple channel device (with 3 Si

cantilevers), compared with planar MOSFET occupying the same Si area. The extracted

subthreshold slope (SS) and drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) for the multiple

channel device are 63mV/dec and 25mV/V at 50nm gate length. While the FD GAA

cantilevers result in near ideal subthreshold characteristics and low off-state leakage

current (at VG=0V, VD=1.1V) the drive current (VG=VD=1.1V) is also high such that a

high ION/IOFF ~ 3x105 can be obtained.
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Figure 2.3: Simulated ID-VG characteristics of the multiple cantilever channel device.

Enhancements in drive current in the multiple cantilever device result from

increase in effective electrical width which is given by 2× (the physical width of each Si

cantilever + thickness of the Si cantilevers) × (the number of superlattice periods of the

Si-SiGe stack). An increase of the electrical width can thus be achieved this way without

consuming additional Si real estate by increasing the number of parallel channels which

are stacked vertically. In addition the fully-depleted Si cantilevers also lead to higher

channel mobility. Comparison of ID- VD characteristics of the multiple channel device

with the planar MOSFET is shown in Fig 2.4 along with enhancements for increasing

number of cantilevers due to increasing effective electrical width. All devices shown

consume the same Si real estate.
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Figure 2.4: Simulated ID-VD characteristics of the multiple cantilever channel device.
Drive current enhancements are shown for the multiple channel device over
the planar device and also for higher number of cantilevers.

Figure 2.5: Comparison of simulated results with experimental results of the MBCFET
demonstrated by Lee et al.20
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In order to verify our simulations and modeling, we compared the simulation

results with experimental results of the MBCFET demonstrated by S.Y. Lee et al.20 (Fig

2.5). The simulation models and parameters were adjusted and tuned to match the

experimental results and these were used for further modeling of the device structure.

Figure 2.6: The multiple cantilever channel shows enhanced resistance to parasitic 2D
electrostatics; (a) lower VT roll off (b) lower DIBL compared to planar
MOSFET

The fully-depleted and GAA architecture of each of the cantilever channels lead

to a higher resistance to parasitic 2D electrostatic effects such that SCE and DIBL which

are much lower than the planar device as the devices are scaled down (Fig 2.6) leading to

acceptable electrostatic integrity at all the nodes that conforms to the ITRS requirements.

To further verify the penetration of the lateral electric field from the S/D to the body of

the cantilevers, electrical potential contours are shown in Fig 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: 2D potential contours in the Si cantilever channels

As shown in Fig 2.7 there is a parasitic channel formed in the substrate. Although

effect of this parasitic channel on the device can be excluded by using an appropriate

channel implant for this parasitic substrate channel so that this channel has a much higher

VT or by starting with a SOI or SiGe-on-insulator (SGOI) wafer, we have deliberately

included it for this simulation so as to demonstrate the difference in the potential contours

in this parasitic “planar” device compared to the FD GAA cantilever channels wherein

the potential contours are almost parallel to the channel showing there is a much lower

2D effect due to the lateral penetration of the electric field from the S/D.
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Figure 2.8: ION/IOFF for the Si cantilever channels shows enhancements over the planar
device although such enhancement does not scale linearly with the number
of cantilevers.
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inversion. This leads to higher mobility due to reduced surface scattering. However the

volume inversion occurs only at low VG near the threshold region. Above threshold at

strong inversion the inversion charge formed at the interface effectively screens the

vertical field and the inversion charge density is pinned at the center of the channel and

hence the effect of bulk mobility on the drive current are reduced. Although such

mobility enhancements could be predicted from simulation of the inversion charge

density it is not possible to model the drive current enhancement using the drift-diffusion

simulations used in this study.

Figure 2.9: Inversion charge density along the vertical direction in the cantilever
channel for different values of VG (quantum corrections are incorporated
using the density gradient model for calculating the carrier density).
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Figure 2.10: Drive current enhancement over the planar MOSFET with increasing
number of Si cantilevers (from 3D drift diffusion simulations).

It is expected for the multiple cantilever channel device that the drive current

would increase linearly as the number of cantilevers is increased based on the

enhancements in the effective electrical width. However simulations show that as the

number of cantilevers is increased the enhancement does not scale linearly (Fig 2.10) but

reduces from the expected linear value as the number of cantilevers is increased. This

results from a “current crowding” effect towards the top Si cantilevers such that the

current density successively reduces for the lower Si cantilevers as demonstrated in Fig

2.11 that shows the distribution of current density in the Si cantilever channels. This is
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a higher S/D series resistance than those near the top. The S/D resistance thus plays a

significant role in the performance of the multiple gate device.

Figure 2.11: Plot of current density along the vertical direction in the Si cantilever
channels.
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of Si cantilever channels and the S/D resistances. It can be shown that the saturation drive

current enhancement (A) for n Si cantilever channels in parallel over a one Si cantilever

channel device can be given as

1

1 1 2

1

1 [ . ( 1). ]

n
eff ox sat s

i eff ox sat s s

W C v R
A

W C v i R i R=

+
=

+ + −∑ (1)

where Weff is the effective electrical width of each Si cantilever given by 2(Wphysical

+ height), Rs1 is the resistance of the S/D anchor region adjacent to each Si cantilever and

Rs2 is the resistance of the S/D anchor region in between two channels. Note that a simple

drain current model rather than a fully depleted drain current model has been used but

this does not affect the results significantly as our purpose here is to demonstrate the

effect of the S/D resistance on the drive current enhancement. Considering uniformly

doped S/D, the resistances Rs1 and Rs2 can be calculated from the thickness of the Si and

the sacrificial SiGe layer deposited for a particular S/D doping. A plot of drive current

enhancement with increasing number of Si cantilevers is shown in Fig 2.12 based on the

relationship derived above, for different values of Rs1 and Rs2 where Rs1= Rs2 considering

that the thickness of the Si cantilevers and the spacing between each channel are equal. It

can also be seen from the drive current enhancement expression that although the

enhancement decreases from the expected linear value it will never saturate. To

demonstrate this let us assume Rs1=Rs2 and choose Weff and/or Cox so that Weff CoxvsatRs1 is

unity. The expression (1) then becomes the harmonic series given by
1

1n

i i=
∑ which is

divergent and the current enhancement A for n Si cantilever channel can be given by the

harmonic number
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1

1n

n
i

H
n=

=∑ . (2)

For large n, Hn tends to the limit lnnH n γ→ + where γ is the Euler constant.

Thus although the current enhancement decreases from the linear value it will never

converge or saturate to a particular value even for a large number of Si cantilevers.

However the above analysis42 shows that the S/D resistance is a serious limitation

intrinsic to this device architecture and it might not be suitable to form multiple vertically

stacked parallel channels to enhance the current drive given the process complexities

involved in fabricating the multiple channels.

Figure 2.12: Drive current enhancement over a single Si cantilever device as number of
Si cantilevers are increased for different values of the resistance Rs1= Rs2=Rs

based on the analytical relationship developed.
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As discussed earlier, another important parameter to consider for device design of

the multiple channel MOSFET is the overlap between the gate and the S/D region along

the sidewalls of the source and drain resulting from the residual polysilicon remaining in

the corners under the cantilevers. It is very important to minimize this overlap region

because this results in a parasitic Miller overlap capacitance and degrades the high

frequency characteristics (cut-off frequency) of the device (Fig 2.13) with increasing

number of cantilevers.

Figure 2.13: High frequency characteristics of the multiple channel MOSFET (a) Gm,SAT

vs gate voltage (b) Cutoff frequency vs gate voltage.
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Figure 2.14: Enhancements in high frequency characteristics of the multiple gate device
due to incorporation of sidewall dielectric pockets.
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demonstrated by simulations showing that the cutoff frequency of the device is

significantly increased by using such dielectric pockets (Fig 2.14). Furthermore it can be
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earlier the current enhancement is not linear with the number of cantilevers, such that

with increasing number of cantilevers the speed-performance CV/I actually degrades.

In summary, in this chapter we proposed an alternate MOSFET architecture

consisting of multiple parallel FD GAA Si cantilever channels stacked vertically and

suspended between S/D anchors that can provide a viable solution for a suitable

MOSFET architecture for the sub-45nm nodes. The device architecture is similar to the

MBCFET demonstrated by S.Y. Lee et al.20, that not only gives a higher packing density

but also shows better subthreshold and ION/IOFF characteristics than the planar MOSFET

architecture. Modeling and simulation of the device structure revealed several limitations

of the architecture – (1) increased S/D resistance towards the bottom Si cantilevers such

that the drive current enhancements are not linear with increasing number of cantilevers

but decreases from the expected linear value, (2) residual polysilicon along the sidewalls

of the S/D anchor leads to a high overlap Miller capacitance between the S/D and the gate

that not only affects the high frequency performance of the device but also causes

degradation in speed-performance CV/I with increasing number of cantilevers. Based on

this it seems that given the process complexities needed for implementing the vertically

stacked parallel Si cantilevers, involving epitaxial growth of Si/SiGe superlattice and

corresponding selective etching of the SiGe, a single FD GAA cantilever might achieve

better cost performance if it can be integrated with novel materials such as a high- κ

dielectric / metal gate stack and a high mobility channel material like SiGe that has been

used as a sacrificial layer thus far. In the next chapter we shall demonstrate such a single

cantilever GAA FD channel MOSFET that is capable of excellent device characteristics

and might be more suitable for scaling beyond the sub-45nm nodes.
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Chapter 3: Fabrication and device characteristics of a gate-all-around
(GAA) fully depleted (FD) cantilever channel MOSFET with high-κ

dielectric and metal gate

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE STRUCTURE AND MOTIVATION

A MOSFET formed by a Si cantilever channel suspended between source/drain

“anchors” wrapped all-around by high-κ dielectric and metal gate is demonstrated in this

chapter. The device shows excellent subthreshold characteristics and low leakage

currents due to the fully depleted body and the GAA architecture. At the same time this

also allows a higher drive current due to mobility enhancements arising from volume

inversion of the cantilever channel as well as a higher effective electrical width such that

a high ION/IOFF is achieved.

The device architecture proposed here is a single bridge cantilever channel FET

which has similar device architecture as a one bridge MBCFET demonstrated by S.Y.

Lee et al. As discussed in the previous chapter modeling and simulations of multiple

cantilever channel device revealed two major limitations of the device architecture – the

drain current does not scale linearly with the number of cantilevers and the residual

polysilicon under the cantilever channels lead to a large S/D to gate overlap capacitance

that would increase linearly with the number of the cantilevers. As such it is possible

given the additional process complexities involved for a multi-bridge channel device, a

single cantilever device shown here can achieve better cost-performance than stacking

multiple cantilevers to obtain performance enhancements. The FD cantilever channel

device demonstrated is also integrated with a high-κ/ metal gate to achieve further

performance enhancements. In addition we also demonstrate in later chapters high

mobility SiGe based FD cantilever channels. The SiGe is uniaxially strained leading to

additional enhancements in mobility. The GAA cantilever channel demonstrated also
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does not suffer from the sidewall overlap capacitance (Fig 3.1) or a parasitic substrate

channel like the multiple cantilever channel device. Enhancements in effective electrical

width as compared to a planar device consuming the same Si real estate are still obtained

due to the GAA architecture. However due to photolithographic limitations, a cantilever

width of ~0.8µm was implemented initially. The thickness of the cantilevers on the other

hand was 0.1µm such that the contribution of top and bottom gates clearly dominates

over the sidewall gates due to higher gate-widths (Fig 3.2c). It was still seen from device

simulations that at doping concentrations of ~1016/cm3 in the Si cantilevers the gates can

fully deplete the cantilever channel of the given thickness. Furthermore, it was found that

it is possible for the gates to invert the entire volume of the cantilevers leading further

enhancements in mobility. Thus the GAA FD cantilever channel architecture

demonstrated here can address several issues intrinsic to the MBCFET structure.

Obviously the MBCFET is capable of higher drive currents in the same Si real estate in

principle, since higher effective electrical widths can be achieved by stacking such

multiple parallel channels vertically. However, it was seen from simulations that the drive

current does not scale linearly with the number of cantilevers in such a device. At the

same time, stacking the channels this way leads to a higher gate overlap capacitance that

might nullify the advantages of getting enhanced drive currents. The demonstrated single

GAA FD cantilever device architecture thus can be more attractive from a cost

performance perspective. It is also integrated with a high-κ dielectric HfO2 and TaN gate

electrode which are conformally deposited to wrap around the cantilever using an atomic

layer deposition (ALD) systems such that a much lower equivalent-oxide-thickness

(EOT) can be achieved required for scaling down1 while maintaining an acceptable gate-

leakage due to the higher physical thickness. The TaN gate electrode also helps in

mitigating issues like polysilicon depletion effects43.
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Figure 3.1: Process steps for fabrication of the FD GAA cantilever channel MOSFET
(a) starting SOI wafer (b) active area mesa etch (c) selective etching of the
oxide layer underneath the channel (d) formation of the high-κ/metal gate
stack.
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Another way of performance enhancement is to incorporate a high mobility

material instead of the Si cantilevers. Strained SiGe cantilever was implemented for this

purpose to enhance the carrier mobilities. This was done by using the Ge-condensation

technique after the formation of the Si cantilevers. In the next section the fabrication

steps for the GAA FD Si cantilever channel is discussed in further details and

subsequently the process steps for SiGe cantilever will also be described.

3.2 FABRICATION STEPS FOR THE GAA FD CANTILEVER CHANNEL NMOSFET

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers were used as starting substrates having a p-type

(Nsub~1016/cm3) SOI layer thickness of ~100nm and a buried-oxide (BOX) layer thickness

of 200nm. Active area mesas were first formed by pattern and reactive ion etching into

the SOI and BOX layer. The active area mesa patterns were similar to that used for the

multiple cantilever channel device as described in section 2.2 consisting of large S/D

areas on either side and a smaller bridge like channel connecting them. Following this the

oxide layer underneath the channel region was completely under-etched using wet

chemical buffered oxide-etch (BOE) leading to cantilevers suspended between

source/drain anchors as shown in Fig 3.1c. The width of the bridge connecting the big

S/D regions is ~0.8µm commensurate with the minimum feature size allowable by the

photolithographic system used. The selective wet etch process used to underetch the

BOX layer underneath this “bridge” region is timed so as to etch this patterned width

such that there is still oxide left underneath the large (4-10µm) S/D region that acts as

anchors that support the cantilever channel and prevents them from falling down. SEM

scans of the cantilever structure are shown in Fig 3.2. After the formation of the Si

cantilevers, a conformal deposition of HfO2 was done using an atomic layer deposition

(ALD) system using metal-organic precursors and ozone followed by a conformal

deposition of TaN for the metal gate in the same system44. The ALD of the high-κ/ metal
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gate stack was processed by SEMATECH in the ATDF facility. Following the gate stack

formation, a pattern and RIE of the TaN was done to form the gate wrapping all-around

the channel (Fig 3.1d). Due to photolithographic limitations gate lengths down to 1µm

have been achieved initially. A 5x1015/cm3, 50keV P implant was performed after the gate

stack formation followed by a 850°C 30sec anneal. Subsequent contact and metallization

steps completed the NMOS fabrication process. In the next section we discuss the device

characteristics of the FD GAA cantilever channel MOSFET.

Figure 3.2: SEM scans of the FD GAA cantilever channel

800nm

(a) (b)

(c)
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3.3 DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS AND RESULTS OF THE FD GAA SI CANTILEVER
CHANNEL NMOSFET

ID-VG results for the GAA cantilever channel MOSFET with the ALD deposited

high-k and a metal gate shown in Fig3.3 demonstrates excellent subthreshold

characteristics and low off-state leakage. At a gate length of 1µm the extracted linear

subthreshold slope (SS) of the device is ~67mV/dec with a DIBL of 18mV/V. The off-

state leakage current (at VG=0, VD=1.2V) is ~ 8nA/µm while the drive current (at VG=

VD=1.2V) is 135µA/µm.

Figure 3.3: ID-VG characteristics of the GAA cantilever channel NMOSEFT. L=1µm,
WDrawn=0.8µm
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Figure 3.4: ID-VD characteristics of the GAA cantilever channel NMOSEFT. L=1µm,
WDrawn=0.8µm

ID-VD characteristics of the device are shown in Fig 3.4. The drain currents are

normalized to the patterned width to demonstrate enhancement in effective electrical

width due to the all-around gate. The extracted subthreshold slopes of the devices are

almost near the ideal 60mV/dec, ranging between 65-70mV/dec (Fig 3.5) as a result of

the FD cantilever channel. The variation in the threshold voltage is also within 4% with

scaling of the channel length down to 1µm (Fig 3.6) indicating its resistance to 2D

parasitic electrostatics like SCE. The equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) extracted from

the MOS CV curves is ~2nm for the ALD deposited high-κ/metal gate stack. The gate

leakage is also low ~ 10-3A/cm2 at 1V (Fig 3.7).
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Figure 3.5: Subthreshold slopes of the devices are close to the ideal 60mV/dec ranging
from 65-70mV/dec

Figure 3.6: Threshold voltage variation is ~4% as channel lengths are scaled down to
1µm
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Figure 3.7: The gate leakage from MOS capacitors for the ALD deposited gate stack is
~ 10-3A/cm2 at 1V. The extracted EOT from CV is ~2nm.

The high-κ/metal gate all-around architecture along with FD cantilever channel

not only ensures a low off-state leakage current but also a high drive current leading to a

high ION/IOFF (~ 2x104 ) as shown in Fig. 3.8. A drive current of ~0.14mA/µm is obtained

for L=1µm at VG=VD=1.2V. The drive current is normalized to the drawn width and not

the effective electric width to demonstrate the enhancements in the electrical width due to

the gate-all-around-architecture. Drive currents reported for the MBCFET20 are

4.2mA/µm for a two cantilever channel at a gate length L=40nm and with SiO2 and

polysilicon gates. The body thickness for these is 30nm as compared to 100nm

demonstrated by us. However the ION/IOFF ratio demonstrated here are nearly same as the

MBCFET results. The compared device characteristic results are tabulated in table 1.
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Figure 3.8: ION/IOFF for the GAA FD single cantilever channel MOSFET. IOFF is measured
at Vd=1.2V Vg=0V and ION at Vg=Vd=1.2V. Channel length is varied from
8µm-1µm. ION/IOFF is ~5x104

Table 1: Comparison of the device characteristics of the FD GAA cantilever channel
demonstrated in this dissertation and the MBCFET20
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The high drive current in the FD GAA cantilever channel devices results from

enhancements in mobility due to the thin body (~100nm) of the cantilever channel which

is not only fully-depleted but also shows volume inversion as well that leads to lower

surface scattering. This makes the mobility of the cantilever channel devices not only

higher than control planar devices with the same high-κ/metal gate stack but also higher

than the Si universal mobility. The extracted mobility of the cantilever channel device

compared to the planar device and universal Si mobility45 is shown in Fig 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Calculated mobility of the cantilever channel devices compared to a planar
bulk device with the same high-κ/metal gate and the Si universal mobility.

The mobility enhancement due to volume inversion is further verified by 3D
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Figure 3.10: Simulations of inversion charge densities show that the entire volume of the
cantilever is inverted (Nsub~1016/cm3). At higher effective electric fields
surface effects again starts to predominate as the surface charge screens the
charge at the center of the cantilever.

Fig3.11 demonstrates that the IV characteristics remain unaltered by any substrate

bias and that there is no body bias effect of the cantilever channel MOSFET. This clearly

shows that the floating cantilever channel formed provides the transistor current path. ID-

VG characteristics of the cantilever channel MOSFET reveals that the main component of

the off-state leakage current is gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL). The GIDL arises from

an overlap region that is formed between the gate and the S/D by residual TaN metal that

remains on the sidewalls of the S/D following the gate-etch. The residual metal comes

from the etch RIE etch process used that leaves TaN on the sidewalls of the mesa. The

fact that the GIDL arises from this overlap region can be verified from Fig 3.12 that

shows that for the same gate length there is a higher leakage current for a device

geometry which consists of larger S/D area and hence larger sidewall overlap region.
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Figure 3.11: Substrate bias has no effect on the ID-VG characteristic of the cantilever
channel device showing that the floating cantilever channel provides the
current path.

Figure 3.12: ID-VG characteristics of the cantilever channel device for different device
geometries. The GIDL current increases for larger S/D area and overlap
(Lg=2µm)
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However the higher gate-S/D overlap problem mentioned here is unlike the

similar problem that we discussed for the multiple cantilever channel device for which

the problem was intrinsic to the device architecture. For the device demonstrated here the

overlap arises out of a etch issue which can be overcome by selecting a proper etch recipe

that selectively etches the TaN over Si unlike what we used. In that case we could

overetch and etch off the TaN in the sidewalls.

In conclusion we demonstrated gate-all-around, fully depleted cantilever channel

MOSFETs with high-κ/metal gates. The devices show low off-state leakage currents

(<10nA/um at VDD=1.2V), high drive currents (~1.4mA/µm at VDD=1.2V, Lgate=1µm) and

near-ideal subthreshold characteristics (~65-70mV/dec). Excellent device characteristics

along with its ease of processing might make this device architecture suitable for sub

45nm nodes. In chapter 6 we shall also demonstrate high mobility SiGe cantilever

channel that is capable of further performance enhancements.
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PART II: NOVEL HIGH MOBILITY MATERIAL CHANNEL BASED
MOSFET FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE

Chapter 4: High mobility pure Ge channel MOSFETs on Si substrates
with high-κ dielectric and metal gate

4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE DEVICE AND MOTIVATION

In the preceding chapters we have discussed novel MOSFET architectures and

demonstrated a FD GAA cantilever channel MOSFET that can be a suitable candidate

while scaling beyond the 45nm nodes. In addition to novel architectures, channel

engineering has emerged as an attractive option for dramatically improving CMOS

performance using silicon-based materials. While novel architectures are usually 3D

structures requiring process flows that are quite different from the planar CMOS

transistors, novel material based approaches are more close to the planar CMOS flow

requiring engineering of the channel to replace Si by a high mobility material such as

pure Ge or strained Si. The main challenge in the novel material approach is however to

integrate these materials on Si substrates.

Channel engineering using tensile-strained Si on relaxed SiGe buffer layers and

compressively strained SiGe and SiGeC has emerged as attractive alternatives to

accomplish this. High-Ge-content Si1-xGex (x > 0.5) and pure Ge channel MOSFETs have

also drawn interest due to the higher electron and hole mobilities in Ge compared to Si.

Though some initial work has been done on Ge MOSFETs fabricated on bulk Ge

substrates, the use of bulk Ge wafers is not as attractive as the use of Si wafers from a

mechanical strength, cost and manufacturability point-of-view. It seems likely, therefore,

that if Ge-channel MOSFETs were to be used in the production of integrated circuits,

they would need to be fabricated on Si substrates. The 4% difference in lattice constant of
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Ge with Si makes it very challenging to grow high quality pure Ge layers on Si avoiding

misfit dislocation defects. Although Ge p-MOSFETs on Si substrates have been

demonstrated, the substrate preparation process is complicated and requires the use of

thick, relaxed SiGe buffer layers. Defect free growths of such thick relaxed buffer layer

present much difficulty in terms of process complexity, involving chemical mechanical

polishing (CMP) to remove cross hatch patterns after the growth, as well as long

deposition times involved in such thick layer growths.

We have demonstrated46 epitaxially grown high quality pure Ge on bulk Si

substrates by ultra-high-vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD) without

involving growth of thick relaxed silicon-germanium (SiGe) buffer layers. This involves

growing several thin, partially-strained layers of SiGe on Si substrates using a UHVCVD

system. The Ge concentration in these layers was rapidly graded in steps up till about

40% and then suddenly increased to pure Ge (Fig 4.1). The thickness of all the SiGe

layers were within the metastable critical layer thickness (CLT) limits for the growth

temperatures used47, 48. The pure Ge layer was about 30nm thick and the entire stack

thickness was about 90nm.

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the epitaxial layers showing the Ge mole fractions and
thickness of the layers.
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The Ge layer thickness is adequate to contain the inversion layer and provide

mobility enhancement for enhanced source injection. It is possible this way to obtain a

defect free, uniform and smooth Ge films which are suitable for fabrication of high

channel mobility MOSFETs. The partially relaxed thin Si1-xGex buffer layers with rapidly

varying Ge mole fractions result in several SiGe interfaces between the pure-Ge epi layer

and the Si substrate. The presence of such interfaces were found to reflect the threading

dislocations back into the substrate. Similar interface blocking mechanisms have also

been reported49 for growing thick relaxed Si1-xGex buffer layers and it was found that if the

variation of the Ge composition(y) across the interface of Si1−xGex/Si1−(x−y)Gex−y or

Ge/SiyGe1−y is higher than a certain value, most of the threading dislocations appear to be

blocked and confined in the underlying Si1−(x−y)Gex−y or Ge/SiyGe1−y layer by the interface.

We extend these results for growing thin partially-strained Si1-xGex layers with a pure Ge

layer on top and show that most of the defects are blocked at the interface when the Ge

mole fraction is rapidly graded in the underlying Si1-xGex layers, leading to a high quality

epi Ge layer ideal for high mobility MOSFET applications.

4.2 GROWTH PROCEDURE AND DEVICE FABRICATION

The film growths were carried out in a UHVCVD50 system on <100> Si wafers

using disilane and germane as the Si and Ge precursors, respectively. Strained Si1-xGex

layers are grown on the Si substrate first followed by a pure Ge layer. The Ge

concentration in the Si1-xGex layers was varied rapidly resulting in three layers of Si1-xGex

with x=0.2, x=0.25 and x=0.4, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: (a) SIMS measurement of Ge concentration in the grown structure showing
a pure (~100%) Ge layer on thin SiGe layers (b) Cross-sectional TEM
image of the same structure, confirming the SIMS results showing a Z-
contrast image that gives a brighter with increasing Ge concentration. An
EDS linescan analysis also shows the Ge concentration profile.

The growth temperature for the first two layers was around 450○C and was

subsequently lowered to around 400○C for the 40% Ge layer. The thicknesses of these

layers were kept within the metastable CLT. Following the partially compressively

strained SiGe graded layers a pure Ge layer was grown at ~400○C. Material

characterization of the pure Ge layer was done using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to

determine the surface roughness, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to determine

the location of dislocations and other possible defects, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) for determining the layer compositions, and

micro-Raman spectroscopy to determine the strain in the layers.
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MOSFET devices were then fabricated on this grown structure using HfO2

(physical thickness ~60Å) and TaN gate stack deposited in a DC magnetron sputtering

system. For MOS devices the Ge was capped by a thin ~5nm Si cap layer. A 10KeV,

1015/cm2, B implant followed by activation anneal of 550○C for 1hour and consequent

contact metallization steps completed the MOSFET process flow.

4.3 MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS

SIMS measurements of the grown structure with the pure Ge layer grown on three Si1-

xGex buffer layers of rapidly varying Ge mole fractions on Si substrate gives the Ge

concentration in the different layers along with their thickness as shown in Fig 4.2(a).

The Ge layer has a thickness of ~30nm while the total stack height is ~90nm. A z-

contrast TEM image of the sample shown in Fig 4.2(b) also confirms the interfaces with

varying Ge concentration. An Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) linescan is also

shown in Fig 4.2(b) demonstrates a high Ge concentration in the top layer. Surface

roughness of the films grown was characterized using AFM and the samples with Ge on

three strained Si1-xGex layers were found to have a RMS surface roughness of 0.51nm.

The smoothness of the Ge film was seen to degrade as the number of SiGe layers

between the Ge and the Si substrate was decreased and was found to be worst when Ge is

grown directly on Si (RMS roughness of 1nm), as shown in Fig 4.3. The Ge layer grown

directly on Si is the most defective and the roughest because of the large (4%) lattice

mismatch. This shows that the growth mode becomes more planar as more Si1-xGex/ Si1-

yGey interfaces are introduced. Also we do not observe any cross-hatch patterns which are

commonly seen in the case of conventional thicker relaxed SiGe buffer layer growths and

as such additional CMP steps that add up to further process complexities can be avoided.
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Figure 4.3: (a) AFM surface roughness scans for Ge grown on 1,2 and 3 Si1-xGex layers
and directly on Si. layers. (b) RMS surface roughness shows that a better
quality epitaxial Ge film was obtained for higher number Si1-xGex/Si1-yGey
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Figure 4.4: (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of the Ge grown on thin rapidly graded SiGe
layers show that the defects are blocked at the Si1-xGex/Si1-yGey and Si1-

xGex/Ge interfaces (b) High resolution TEM of the top pure Ge show that it
is almost defect free resulting from defect blocking at the lower interfaces

Cross-sectional TEM images in Fig 4.4 show that the defects are blocked at the

thin rapidly- graded SiGe interfaces (Fig 4.4a), leading to a defect-free high quality Ge

layer on top (Fig 4.4b). Most of the defects are located in the Ge/Si0.6Ge0.4 interface, as can

be observed in Fig 4.4(a). In this interface we notice the presence of elastic deformation
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and strain fields, due to the mismatch of the lattice parameter between the two layers, and

some dislocations, while in the other interfaces some dislocations and stacking faults can

be seen. The presence of these strain fields indicates that the interface blocking

mechanism might be due to the dislocation bending due to these strain fields49,51. Under

the strong strain fields present at the Ge/Si0.6Ge0.4 interface the dislocations are bent and

move along the interface, leading to effective blocking of the dislocations at this

interface. It is seen from the TEM images that the first two layers (closest to the

substrate) present some defects and are not very “smooth”, the third layer showed the

highest concentration of defect and strain fields while the topmost layer showed

minimum defects and was the “smoothest” layer as can be observed by high resolution

plan-view TEMs (Fig 4.5). From the cross-sectional TEM and the plan-view TEM

together the threading dislocation density was found to be between 105-107/cm2.

Figure 4.5: Plan-view TEM image shows a relatively defect free epi Ge layer.
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Figure 4.6: (a) XRD rocking curve of the grown sample showing multiple peaks
corresponding to the epi Ge, underlying SiGe layers and the Si substrate
compared to a bulk-Ge sample

XRD scan of a grown sample (Fig 4.6) shows the presence of multiple peaks

corresponding to Bragg reflection from Ge (004) plane in addition to the underlying SiGe

layers and the Si substrate. The full-width-half-maxima (FWHM) for the Si and the Ge

peaks are ~20 and ~500 arcsec, respectively. While an increased background is seen for

the peaks corresponding to the SiGe layers due to the presence of defects being blocked

in these layers, the Ge peak has a moderately low background indicating a low defect

density in the grown Ge layer. Comparison with XRD rocking curve from a bulk Ge

sample is also shown. The Ge peak in the bulk Ge sample is found to be close to the

position of the Ge peak in the grown sample showing a very high percentage of Ge

content in the grown sample consistent with the SIMS measurements.
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Figure 4.7: Raman measurements of the Ge grown on thin rapidly graded Si1-xGex shows
Ge-Ge phonon peak identical to the Ge-Ge phonon peak as that of a bulk Ge
sample

Strain analysis using Raman spectroscopy (Fig 4.7), was also done on the grown

stack and it was compared with a bulk Ge and a bulk Si sample. The Ge grown on the

thin rapidly-graded SiGe layers shows several peaks corresponding to the Si-Si modes in

Si substrate and SiGe, Si-Ge mode in SiGe and only one Ge-Ge phonon peak which

matches closely with the bulk Ge sample showing that the defect free epitaxial Ge layer

is almost fully relaxed.

4.4 DEVICE CHARACTERISITCS AND RESULTS

Planar MOS devices were fabricated on the Ge on thin graded SiGe grown on p-

type substrates using high-κ HfO2 gate dielectric and TaN gate. For fabricating the

devices the grown structure had a Si cap layer (~5nm) on the Ge grown on the thin

rapidly-graded SiGe layers.
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Figure 4.8: (a) High frequency CV curve (HFCV) of MOS capacitors fabricated on the
Ge-on-thin graded Si1-xGex structure with a Si cap layer using HfO2

dielectric and TaN metal gate (b) Leakage current density of MOS
capacitors on the Ge on thin graded Si1-xGex structure. At 2V the gate
leakage current density is less than 1x10-3A/cm2 for EOT~1.2nm.

MOS capacitor-voltage (CV) characteristics obtained for capacitors fabricated on

this structure is shown in Fig 4.8(a). The CV curves show a kink which is a strong

signature of the carrier confinement in the grown Ge layer. The carrier confinement

comes for the Si cap grown on the Ge layer that leads to a quantum well resulting from

the valence band offset between Si and Ge and the underlying Si1-xGex layers that confine

the holes in accumulation. The gate leakage current densities of the MOS capacitors (Fig

4.8b) were also satisfactory and comparable to published results 29, 35. PMOSFET

characteristics fabricated on this structure are shown in Fig 4.9. In-spite of good material

quality of the Ge channel the MOSFET characteristics were not satisfactory. In addition

to high leakage current density as seen from ID-VG characteristics shown in Fig 4.9a, the

drive currents were also not high enough to give enhancements above the bulk-Si control.
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Figure 4.9: Device characteristics of the Ge-channel PMOSFET (a) ID-VG characteristic
showing high leakage current (b) ID-VD characteristics show drive currents
lower than control Si devices. W=3µm and L=2µm for the device shown.

Mobilities of the Ge-channel devices extracted from split CV measurements were

also lower than the universal Si mobility. The reason behind the high leakage current

might be the defects that are confined within the lower SiGe layers and are in the

depletion region of the S/D-body junction that penetrates through these layers. In addition

these might also lead to higher S/D resistance responsible for lower drive currents.

However this issue can be addressed by – (1) a thicker Ge epi layer higher than the S/D

junction depth such that the defects are confined much below the depletion regions (2) a

raised S/D architecture. The degradation in mobility in the Ge devices might also be due

to insufficient activation anneals given the limited thermal budget allowed to maintain the

integrity of the Ge epi quality. However with further optimization and modification it

might be possible to obtain enhancement in performance for MOSFETs using these Ge

channel devices on defect confining thin SiGe layers.
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In conclusion we demonstrated Ge layers on rapidly-graded thin SiGe layers on

Si substrate. Material characterizations showed that the Ge layer is of high quality and

almost defect free. MOS devices were fabricated using HfO2 and TaN and expected CV

characteristics were obtained with acceptable gate leakage current. However MOSFET

characteristics showed high leakage currents as well as low carrier mobilities which

might be due to defects confined in the underlying SiGe layers and in the S/D depletion

region. This issue can be addressed by incorporating elevated S/D architecture or a

thicker Ge layer such that the defect free Ge-epi layer can be used for fabricating high

performance MOSFET devices as we scale down.
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Chapter 5: Strained-Si MOSFETs on ultra-thin relaxed dislocation
blocking Si1-xGex buffer layer with high-κ dielectric and metal gate

5.1 MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW OF THE DEVICE

In the previous chapter we had demonstrated pure Ge epitaxial growth on Si

substrate. Such Ge layers are very suitable for performance enhancement in MOSFET

due to high carrier mobility in Ge. Tensile strained-Si (SSi) channel MOSFET on relaxed

SiGe virtual substrates has also shown significant enhancements in electron mobility over

conventional bulk Si devices and is one of the most suitable candidates for future

generation high performance applications. However, in spite of its enhancements of

mobility, tensile strained Si devices are constrained by the difficulty in growing high

quality relaxed SiGe virtual substrates. These SiGe virtual substrates not only need to

have a high Ge content to generate more strain in the channel but also a high degree of

strain relaxation while maintaining a low defect density and surface roughness near the

surface of the buffer in addition to having a low thickness52. All these concomitant

requirements makes the growth procedures for low defect density SiGe relaxed buffer

layers quite complicated53-55 , requiring additional process steps such as CMP 56,57. The

presence of these thick relaxed buffer layers for both the SSi and pure Ge channel devices

make their integration into a conventional CMOS process quite complicated in addition

to enhanced degradation mechanisms like self heating effects as well as degraded RF

performance. In this chapter we propose techniques of growing high quality pure Ge and

tensile strained-Si layers using ultra-thin buffer layers. The reduction of the thickness of

the proposed scheme (>150nm) from current technology is significant (~2-3µm) such that

the SSi channel devices are more manufacturable in addition to mitigating device

degradation issues.
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Tensile strained-Si MOSFETs are demonstrated in this chapter on ultra-thin

(<150nm) Si1-xGex relaxed buffer layers grown using ultra-high-vacuum chemical vapor

deposition (UHVCVD). The Ge mole fraction(x) in the buffer layers were rapidly varied

resulting in several Si1-xGex interfaces in the buffer layer (Fig 5.1). The presence of strain

fields in these interfaces as a result of the rapid variation of Ge mole fraction was found

to show a dislocation blocking mechanism at the interfaces. This leads to a smooth, low

defect density strained-Si layer on which NMOSFETs were fabricated with high-k

dielectric and metal gate that showed enhancements in mobility not only over unstrained-

Si with high-k but also universal Si mobility. In spite of the enhancements in mobility the

main challenge limiting the introduction of bi-axially strained–Si channel MOSFETs in

conventional CMOS process flow is the difficulty in growing high quality relaxed SiGe

virtual substrates. In addition thick relaxed buffer layers are responsible for increased

self-heating effects along with degradation in RF performances. The buffer layer

thickness used for the proposed structure is below 150nm which is much thinner than the

conventional SiGe virtual substrate thickness of ~1-2µm. It has a high Ge content of 35%

allowing substantial strain in the channels leading to more mobility enhancements while

the rms surface roughness of the SSi layer is below 1nm without requiring additional

process steps like a CMP. The grown strain relaxed SiGe buffer layers (~150nm) which

are much thinner than the conventional buffer layer thickness thus helps in CMOS

integration of SSi devices as well as reduction of self heating effects and enhanced RF

performances. While ultra-thin SiGe buffer layers have been reported by other groups,

the growth methods are more complicated involving molecular bean epitaxy (MBE)

systems and He implantation26,58 or controllable incorporation of carbon59 during the

growth process. In comparison our growth process carried out in an ultra-high vacuum

chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD) system is much simpler. In addition we integrated
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the SSi channel with high-k dielectric and metal gate to fabricate NMOSFETs that not

only show acceptable low leakage current densities comparable to previous results60,61 but

also enhancements in drive current and mobility compared to bulk-Si MOSFETs with

high-k as well as a mobility higher than the universal Si mobility. The mobility

enhancements are in agreement with experimental results for SSi on virtual SiGe

substrates21, 62 as well as theoretical calculations and simulations63, 64.

5.2 GROWTH METHODOLGY AND DEVICE FABRICATION

The growth procedure is much similar to the Ge-on-Si growths discussed in the

previous section. The film growths were carried out in a UHVCVD system on <100> Si

wafers using disilane and germane as the Si and Ge precursors, respectively. The Si1-xGex

buffer layers were grown with rapidly varying Ge mole fraction, resulting in three layers

of Si1-xGex with x=0.2, x=0.25 and x=0.35, respectively, followed by the SSi layer as

shown in Fig 5.1. The growth temperature was varied from 450-500○C. The total

thickness of the Si1-xGex buffer layer was ~140nm with a SSi layer thickness ~10-15nm.

Following this, MOSFETs were fabricated with HfO2 (physical thickness ~6nm) as gate

dielectric and TaN metal gate. After gate stack formation, an amorphizing dose (5x1015

/cm2) 50 keV P implant was performed to form the S/D regions which was followed by

activation anneals that were focused on lower thermal budgets to minimize the strain

relaxation while still trying to activate most of the implanted P. The junction depth was

designed so as to position the depletion region away from the defects in the lower SiGe

layers. Subsequent contact and metallization steps completed the NMOSFET process

flow.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic view of the S-Si layer on dislocation blocking ultra-thin relaxed
SiGe buffer layers

Figure 5.2: SIMS profile of Ge concentration in the SiGe buffer layer showing the Ge
mole fraction and thickness of the layers
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5.3 MATERIAL AND DEVICE RESULTS

The thickness and the Ge concentration in the rapidly graded Si1-xGex buffer layers

as determined by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) are shown in Fig 5.2. The

thickness of the Si0.65Ge0.35 layer immediately below the SSi layer is ~90nm, which is

higher than the critical layer thickness65 for the given Ge content that makes it

energetically more favorable to allow the misfit strain to relax. However, even if such a

layer is thicker than the critical thickness, the degree of relaxation might be insufficient

because kinetic barriers obstruct the nucleation and propagation of misfit dislocations65

leading to cross-hatch patterns and threading dislocations arising out of uncontrolled

introduction of misfit dislocations as dislocation half-loops. To overcome these problems

and grow high quality, thin relaxed buffers we introduced several Si1-xGex interfaces

within the buffer layer by rapidly varying the Ge mole fraction such that when the

Si0.65Ge0.35 layer (~90nm) immediately below the SSi layer proceeds to misfit relaxation,

the dislocation loops are terminated at these Si1-xGex interfaces by an interface blocking

mechanism similar to that demonstrated in the previous chapter. Under the strong strain

fields present at the interfaces of the SiGe layers with rapidly varying Ge mole fraction,

the dislocations are bent and move along the interface, leading to effective blocking of

the dislocations at these interfaces such that a smooth strained-Si layer can be grown on

top of this that does not require additional process steps like CMP. Atomic force

microscope (AFM) scan shows rms surface roughness ~ 0.8nm (Fig 5.3) which is better

than surface roughness of SSi layers previously reported53,55 and almost comparable to the

surface roughness of SSi layers which are chemically mechanically polished56,57.
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Figure 5.3: AFM surface roughness scan of the SSi grown on ultra-thin buffer layers
shows a RM surface roughness of ~0.8nm.

The SSi layer thus obtained on ultra-thin relaxed Si1-xGex buffer layers with

rapidly varying Ge mole fraction is not only of high quality suitable for high mobility

MOSFET application but also involves a much simpler growth process.

Raman measurements on the grown structure (Fig 5.4) show the strained-Si peak

shifted from the Si-Si phonon peak. Calculations66 for strain based on the measured Ge-Si

phonon frequency and Si-Si phonon frequency prove that the Si0.65Ge0.35 layer (~90nm

thick) below the SSi layer is almost fully relaxed (94%), confirming the strain state of the

epitaxial Si layer. The relaxation of the thin Si0.65Ge0.35 buffer layer is further demonstrated

by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (004) rocking curves (Fig 5.5) that show the peaks

corresponding to the relaxed Si0.35Ge0.65 layer along with the SiGe underneath it. The

relaxation of the Si0.35Ge0.65 layer can be seen from the nature of the XRD peak

corresponding to this layer.
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Figure 5.4: Raman measurements on the grown structure (a) showing the strain state in
the epi Si layer (b) the entire scan range for the raman measurement
showing all the Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-Ge phonon peaks. Calculations shown
in inset shows that the Si0.65Ge0.35 layer is 94% relaxed.

Figure 5.5: XRD rocking curve of the grown structure demonstrating the relaxation of
the Si0.65Ge0.35 layer.
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Figure 5.6: Gate leakage characteristics of MOS capacitors fabricated on the SSi layer
with HfO2 and TaN.

MOSFETs were fabricated on this SSi structure with high-k HfO2 and TaN metal

gate. The extracted effective-oxide thickness (EOT) of the HfO2 from the CV data is

~1.8nm with a gate leakage current of ~10-5A/cm2 at 1V as shown in Fig 5.6. ID-VG

characteristics for the MOSFET fabricated on this SSi structure is shown in Fig 5.7. As

expected the strain in the channel leads to higher drive currents. The higher subthreshold

slopes and leakage current levels in the strained-Si devices result from the strain induced

band offsets and lower bandgap in strained-Si. Output characteristics of the device are

shown in Fig 5.8(a) that demonstrates ~ 50% enhancements in drive current over the

planar bulk-Si samples at the same gate overdrive. The mobility enhancements in the SSi

devices are not only ~80% higher than the bulk-Si control devices consistent with other

experimental results of SSi on thick relaxed SiGe virtual substrates21,62 but also is higher

than the universal Si mobility (Fig 5.8b).
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Figure 5.7: ID-VG characteristics of the strained-Si MOSFETs with high-κ and metal
gate compared to a bulk-Si MOSFET at Vd=0.1V and 1.1V. (W=500µm,
L=5µm).

Figure 5.8: (a) ID-VD characteristics of the strained-Si MOSFETs shows a 1.5x
enhancement in drive current compared to a bulk-Si MOSFET (b) extracted
mobility of the strained-Si device is higher than both the bulk Si control as
well as universal Si mobility.
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In conclusion we demonstrated strained-Si NMOSFETs on ultra-thin relaxed

SiGe buffer layer with a rapidly varying Ge mole fraction. This leads to several interfaces

in the buffer layer that effectively block dislocation defects and leads to a high quality

SSi layer on which MOSFETs with high-k dielectric and metal gate were fabricated that

shows significant enhancements in mobility leading to high drive currents. The

demonstrated strained-Si channel device with the ultra-thin buffer layers is more suitable

for integration in a CMOS process flow along with reduction in self heating effect. Thus,

high drive currents along with its better manufacturability make the proposed device an

attractive alternative for scaling high performance device beyond 45nm nodes.
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PART III: INTEGRATION OF HIGH MOBILITY NOVEL CHANNEL
MATERIAL WITH NOVEL ARCHITECTURE MOSFET DESIGNS

Chapter 6: Fully-depleted gate-all-around high mobility strained SiGe
cantilever channel for high performance MOSFET

6.1 MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW OF THE DEVICE

In the preceding chapters we have proposed a novel architecture based MOSFET

design that can be an attractive alternative for scaling beyond 45nm CMOS nodes and

demonstrated excellent device characteristics for this architecture integrated with high-κ

dielectric and metal gate. We also demonstrated novel high mobility material channel

MOSFET whereby we fabricated both pure Ge channel PMOSFET and strained-Si

channel NMOSFET, showing enhancements. Such channel engineering can also be ideal

for high performance MOSFETs. Novel architecture based designs and novel channel

materials have thus far been the two most promising avenues to sustain scaling beyond

the 45nm CMOS nodes. In this chapter we shall demonstrate integrating the novel

architecture design proposed in chapter 3 with high mobility strained SiGe as channel

material. The demonstrated device that utilizes both these approaches seeking to address

the electrostatics challenges as well as enhance performance by using a high mobility

material in the conduction channel would be an ideal candidate for scaling beyond the

sub 45nm nodes.

It was demonstrated in chapter 3 that a FD GAA cantilever channel MOSFET

shows excellent device characteristics having low off-state leakage and near ideal

subthreshold slope along with a high drive current. It was also shown in chapter 2 that

although a multiple cantilever channel MOSFET shows similar device characteristics that

are very suitable for scaling beyond the 45nm nodes, there are several issues related to
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the device architecture such that the enhancements obtained by stacking such multiple

cantilevers might not be as much given the cost and process complexities involved for

implementing them. Instead we proposed a single GAA cantilever channel with a high-κ

and metal gate for further scaling. In addition in this section we shall demonstrate high

mobility material based cantilevers that can further improve drive currents for the single

cantilever channel device. For incorporating such high mobility channel material we

selected SiGe with a Ge mole fraction of 0.2 that is uniaxially compressively strained. It

has been shown previously67, 68 that strained SiGe channel devices show enhanced hole

mobilities due to re-orientation of the band-structure leading to high performance p-

MOSFETs. However, for both the SON process and the MBCFET process the SiGe layer

is etched off as a sacrificial layer while retaining the Si layers to form Si cantilevers. The

etch chemistry used selectively etches SiGe over Si. In order to retain the SiGe

cantilevers and selectively etch off Si one needs an etch chemistry that would selectively

etch Si over SiGe. Such a etch chemistry is difficult to find and whatever are available69, 70

are neither enough selective nor compatible for clean-room use. In order to get around

this problem and still implement SiGe cantilevers we used the Ge-condensation

technique, as discussed earlier. In the following section we briefly describe the

fabrication process of implementing such SiGe cantilevers.

6.2 FABRICATION PROCESS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SIX GE1-X CANTILEVERS

As mentioned earlier this is based on the Ge- condensation technique. The initial

process steps are identical to the fabrication of the Si cantilever channel as described in

chapter 3. After formation of the Si cantilevers (Fig 3.1c) a Si0.8Ge0.2 layer is grown

conformally wrapping all-around the cantilever structure using a UHVCVD system (Fig

6.1b). The initial Si cantilever thickness is 100nm and the grown SiGe thickness is

~40nm. The growth temperature is ~500○C.
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Figure 6.1: Process steps for fabricating the SiGe cantilevers. (a) Si cantilevers formed
(b) UHCVD growth of SiGe to wrap around the cantilever (c) high
temperature thermal oxidation (d) removal of the oxide layer.
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It can be thought that a SiGe layer grown pseudomorphically in such a way

around the Si cantilevers might form a SiGe cantilever with a Si “core”. However, the

entire volume of the cantilever in such a case would not be SiGe and since we showed

volume inversion does happen in such thin cantilever channels, enhancements would be

much more if the entire cantilever is SiGe based.

Following the SiGe growth a high temperature oxidation (~1050○C) is done (Fig.

6.1c). This leads to preferential formation of SiO2 while the Ge-atoms condense below.

Since the SiGe was wrapped all-around and the oxidation proceeds from all around, the

Ge atoms condense into the Si cantilever from all direction such that a very uniform

concentration of Ge is obtained. Following this the oxide is removed leading to SiGe

cantilevers (Fig 6.1d).

Figure 6.2: SEM scan of the strained SiGe cantilevers (a) after oxidation of SiGe
wrapped around the Si cantilevers (b) removal of oxide leading to SiGe
cantilevers.

(a) (b)
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The SiGe formed by Ge-condensation has been shown to be compressively

strained50. The strain induced by the Ge-condensation leads to significant strain in the

channel and due to the geometry of the device structure the centre of the cantilever has

the maximum strain which is mainly uniaxial such that the cantilevers are bent up under

the strain. SEM scans of the structure shown in Fig 6.2 demonstrate that in spite of the

strain the bent SiGe cantilevers ~30nm thick are mechanically stable.

Auger measurements were done on these cantilevers to determine the Ge

concentration in the cantilever channels. The Oxygen concentration was also monitored

at the same time in order to detect the top and bottom surfaces of the cantilever. Fig 6.3a

shows that the cantilevers had a uniform Ge concentration of ~20% along the depth at the

center of the channel. The thickness of the cantilevers was also determined to be ~30nm.

The uniformity in Ge concentration in the cantilever is due to Ge-atoms condensing from

all around. This is clearly evident from Ge concentration profile in the S/D region (Fig

6.3b) which not only shows a lower Ge concentration but also a non-uniform Ge profile

as a result of the fact that the Ge was not condensed in these regions from all-around due

to presence of the BOX layer underneath.

Strain simulations were also done on such a structure using Taurus process

simulator and it was seen that even if the strain due Ge condensation is biaxial on un-

patterned areas, they are uniaxial in the cantilevers as a result of the geometry. Also it is

seen that the strain is maximum at the centre of the cantilevers. All this leads to the SiGe

cantilevers buckling up under strain. Such strained SiGe has been shown to have an

enhanced hole mobility such that high drive current PMOSFETs can be fabricated with

these SiGe cantilevers.
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Figure 6.3: Auger measurements for Ge concentration along the depth of the cantilever
(a) at the centre (b) in the S/D region.

It can be thought that buckling up of the cantilevers as shown here might not be

desirable from a transistor operational point of view, however mechanically bending of

wafers to induce strain and mobility enhancements has already been reported by several

groups71-73 and such bending or strain is also intentionally introduced sometimes during

packaging74 for enhancement in performance. As such the bent SiGe cantilevers

demonstrated here are suitable for a CMOS flow. The strained cantilevers have also been

shown to be mechanically stable. Thus, in conclusion the uniaxially strained SiGe

cantilever channels demonstrated in this chapter can be suitable candidate for high

performance scaling beyond the 45nm node.
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PART IV: SOME RELIABILITY ASPECTS IN MOSFET DEVICES
FOR SUB-100nm CMOS NODES

Chapter 7: Hot-electron-induced low frequency noise degradation in
NMOS transistors

7.1 MOTIVATION

In the previous chapters we have proposed techniques related to novel MOSFET

architectures and novel material integration in the channel to sustain scaling beyond

45nm nodes. However as we scale down there are a lot of reliability issues that becomes

increasingly important and can significantly degrade device performance unless properly

addressed. In order to address these reliability issues we need an understanding of these

reliability effects at the present nodes such that we can model these effects and mitigate

them in future generation nodes. In this chapter and the subsequent chapter we shall

discuss some such reliability aspects in Intel’s 90nm and 65nm CMOS nodes transistor.

While this chapter deals with estimation of the degradation of low frequency noise or

flicker noise due to hot electron stress, the next chapter deals with modeling hot electron

effects in strained-Si transistors as a function of increasing strain.

Low frequency noise (LFN) or 1/f noise poses a major limitation to analog and

radio frequency (RF) integrated circuits (IC) as device dimensions are scaled down75. The

source of 1/f noise has been extensively discussed both in terms of mobility fluctuations

(Hooge Model) 76 and in terms of carrier number fluctuations due to surface traps

(McWhorter Model)77. However it is mostly accepted that both number fluctuations as

well as fluctuations in mobility are responsible and the unified model78 of LFN is based

on the consideration that charges when trapped cause correlated number and surface

mobility fluctuations. The traps that are responsible for 1/f noise have been found to be
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near interfacial slow interface traps at or near the Fermi level and are termed as border

traps79.

As device dimensions are scaled down 1/f noise degradation becomes more

significant due to increased hot carrier effects80 that leads to generation of interface traps

and such increase in the noise level has been found to be detrimental to the functioning of

mixed signal and RF ICs81,82. Hence characterization of the noise degradation is necessary

for proper modeling and design of analog and RF ICs. Previous work83 has shown that 1/f

noise degradation can be correlated to drain current degradation due to hot carrier effects,

but no differentiation of the noise degradation has been made as a function of bias regime

or oxide thickness. In this chapter, the noise degradation effects in both thin and thick

gate oxide NMOS transistors are characterized across different regimes of stress and

measurement bias. It is demonstrated that the effect of hot electron stress on 1/f noise in

ultra-thin gate oxide transistors is very different from thick gate devices. In addition, it is

shown that the electrical stress regime has a large effect on 1/f noise degradation84.

7.2 EXPERIMENTS

NMOS transistors with physical gate oxide thicknesses of 1.5nm and 5nm as

demonstrated by Kuhn et al.23 were used for characterizing the noise degradation due to

hot electron stress. The devices were initially stressed at the maximum hot electron stress

bias condition of Vgs = Vds/2. The gate and drain bias stress values were varied

(maintaining Vgs = Vds/2) along with the stress times to get different amount of

degradation in the saturation drain current Idsat . The frequency spectrum of the drain

current noise spectral density (SId ) in the saturation region was then measured using a

noise analyzer system at these various levels of Idsat degradation and compared with the

pre-stress values. The noise measurement bias conditions were then varied to obtain the

noise degradation at various operating regimes of the device. The stress bias was also
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varied from high gate bias stress (Vgs=Vds) to low gate bias stress (Vgs near VT), and post

stress noise measurements were taken. Spatial localization of noise degradation due to

hot electron stress were also examined from source terminal noise measurements and

compared with drain current noise measurements.

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Following hot electron stress, the thick gate-oxide (5nm) NMOS devices showed

significant degradation in saturation region noise, and the noise degradation increased

with the drain current degradation (Fig.7.1).

Figure 7.1: Noise degradation in thick gate-oxide (5nm) NMOS devices with higher
drain current degradation due to hot electron stress
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The degradation results from hot electron stress induced interface trap generation.

However when similar experiments are carried out for thin gate-oxide (1.5nm) NMOS

devices, no such degradation in noise (Fig 7.2) was seen even at similar levels of drain

current degradation as the thick gate-oxide devices. It is believed that this behavior can

be attributed to the preferential formation of fast interface traps in thin oxides instead of

the border traps85 that are responsible for 1/f noise. Such fast interface traps will not

contribute to the low frequency noise since fluctuations in the occupancy of such

interface traps likely will occur at frequencies too high to be observed in the low-

frequency noise measurements.

Figure 7.2: For thin gate-oxide (1.5nm) NMOS devices noise levels showed no change
even at high drain current degradation due to hot electron stress
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Figure 7.3: For thin gate-oxide PMOS devices also noise levels remain unchanged even
after significant drain current degradation due to NBTI stress

For these thin gate oxide devices the traps generated are located very close to each

other and the interface and such traps do not have a wide distribution of their relaxation

times and do not show border trap like characteristics that contribute to the 1/f noise

spectra. it is also likely that additional 1/f noise sources in thin-gate oxide devices might

be present and as suggested in86 thin gate oxide devices show a much higher level of noise

than the thick gate device. This excess noise is believed to be due to valence band

electron tunneling that results in the splitting of electron and hole quasi Fermi-levels such

that an interface trap level between the two quasi Fermi levels serves as the
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electron stress might be masked leading to insignificant shift in noise level in stressed

thin gate-oxide devices. In order to verify whether the noise behavior of thin gate devices

is related to the thickness of the gate-dielectric or type of stress we also measured the 1/f

noise in thin gate PMOS devices after negative-bias-temperature-instability (NBTI) stress

and we found the same trend in this case too. The noise levels did not change even at

significant level of drain current degradation due to NBTI stress (Fig 7.3).

Following this the noise degradation was further characterized in details in thick

gate oxide devices. Both stress and measurement bias dependencies on noise degradation

were investigated for the thick gate-oxide NMOS devices.

Figure 7.4: Drain current noise power, before and after hot electron stress (a) Vg swept
from weak to strong inversion. (frequency :100Hz) (b) Vd swept from linear
to saturation region showing higher degradation at high Vd.
(frequency:100Hz)
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Figure 7.5: Noise degradation shows a dependence on electrical stress regime such that
no noise degradation was seen for high gate stress bias VG, stress=VDS.

The measurement bias dependence of the noise degradation in thick gate NMOS

devices, as shown in Fig 7.4, revealed that the noise degradation is dominant in the

saturation region. For all these cases the stress bias was maintained at (Vgs=Vds/2) which

has been shown to be the maximum stress bias condition87 for hot electron stress in terms

of interface trap generation. It was also found that the noise degradation in these thick

gate devices was dependent on the stress bias. Fig 7.5 shows that devices stressed at a

high gate stress bias (Vgs=Vds) did not show any noise degradation although Idsat showed a

large degradation. This is possible because when the gate bias stress is high, bulk trap

formation is more prevalent88 than the interface or border traps that are responsible for 1/f

noise. At low gate stress bias, post-stress devices show similar noise degradation
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behavior as that seen at intermediate gate stress biases, where interface trap state

generation dominates.

Figure 7.6: Noise degradation increases in reverse mode indicating that it is strongly
affected by the damage nearer the drain side. Inset shows Medici
simulations of electric flowlines in a generic NMOS device revealing that
the damage region is masked when measurement bias is applied to the drain
side.

Reverse mode noise measurements (stress bias and measurement bias on different

S/D terminals) on stressed devices show significantly more degradation in saturation

current and 1/f noise than forward mode noise measurements (stress bias and

measurement bias on same S/D terminals) (Fig 7.6). The reason for this effect can be
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are taken for the drain terminal current this damage region cannot fully impact the noise

degradation (as seen from electric flowline simulations in Fig 7.6 inset). However when

reverse mode measurements for source terminal noise on devices stressed in the drain

side are taken the damage region is no longer masked and leads to higher degradation in

noise. This shows that a significant contribution of the noise degradation due to hot

electron stress results from the damage region near the drain. Following this the channel

length dependence on noise degradation was studied which showed an approximate 1/L

dependence (Fig 7.7). Both experiments indicate that the noise degradation can be

significantly affected by the extent to which the damage region covers the channel and

affects the source side.

Figure 7.7: Noise degradation increases as the channel length is scaled at same level of
drain current degradation in all devices
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Subsequently, based on the experimental results, an estimate of the saturation

region noise degradation was done as a function of the drain current degradation so that

the noise degradation estimate can be used in device reliability and aging simulators that

calculate the drain current degradation for modeling aging in a device. It is seen from

theoretical modeling78 that the saturation noise power can be expressed as a sum of

contributions from the linear and pinch off region of the channel. It was already

demonstrated that the major contribution of the noise source due to hot electron stress is

from the damage region near the drain side such that the increase in normalized noise

power ∆(SId/Id

2) in a stressed device can be directly related to the increased trap density in

the damage region near the drain. Thus in order to estimate the degradation in noise

power it is more physical to express it as a function of (∆Id

2/ Id

2). When the measured

degradation in noise power is plotted as a function of (∆Id

2/ Id

2) it was seen to follow a

polynomial relationship as shown in Fig7.8.

Figure 7.8: Noise degradation follows a non-linear trend with ∆Id

2/ Id

2. Reverse mode
degradation also follows the same trend although at higher levels of
degradation.
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Figure 7.9: The formulated model can successfully capture the noise degradation across
a range of device degradation and channel length.

It was also found that the reverse mode noise degradation follows the same
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experimental data with the estimated curve using the calibrated parameters for the

different channel lengths show that this estimation can be used to predict the noise

degradation for a given drain current degradation due to hot electron stress in thick gate

oxide devices.

In conclusion, it was demonstrated that hot electron stress can induce significant

degradation in low frequency noise (~100% degradation in noise power for a ~10%

degradation in the drain current) and needs to be taken into account while designing low

noise amplifiers for analog and RF integrated circuits.
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Chapter 8: Effects of strain on hot carrier reliability of strained-Si
MOSFETs

8.1 MOTIVATION

As channel engineering has emerged to be an attractive means of sustaining

scaling, uniaxially-tensile-strained-Si NMOS and compressively strained-Si PMOS

devices have been successfully integrated beyond the 90nm CMOS process technology5.

Strain in the MOS channel leads to mobility enhancements due to re-orientation of the

band structure induced by the strain. As scaling is pursued beyond the 45nm nodes now

questions are raised as to whether the strain in the channel is also scalable and whether

increasing the strain would lead to further increase in performance enhancements as we

scale down. However, while a strain induced in the channel leads to enhancements in

mobility, at the same time it also leads to band-gap narrowing and an increase of the

phonon mean free path89, both of which are a concern for higher impact ionization. A

competing effect from strain, however, is the increase in the channel/dielectric barrier

that can reduce hot carrier injection90. Previously published results91-93 have shown

opposite trends for hot electron reliability in strained-Si MOSFETs. Therefore, it needs to

be determined how strain in the channel would affect reliability performance of the

device and whether it can be a means of sustaining scaling given the reliability concern.

The motivation of the work described in this chapter is to demonstrate this effect of

mechanical stress in the channel on the impact ionization rate (IIR) and on hot carrier

reliability for both NMOS and PMOS devices. Uniaxial mechanical stress in the channel

has thus far been incorporated in these 90nm and 65nm nodes by either nitride stress

liners or by SiGe source/drains. However, in order to determine the dependence of strain

on the hot carrier reliability of the devices, the induced stress in the channel needs to be
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varied and the hot carrier degradation monitored at each of this stress levels.

Incorporating such different amount of strain in the channel by varying the stoichometry

of silicon-nitride stress liners or Ge mole fraction in the SiGe S/D is very challenging

from the process integration point of view. Instead for this study we induced various

levels of strain in the channel by mechanically bending the wafer by using a 4-point

wafer bending tool to demonstrate the effect of strain on the hot carrier reliability of

MOSFETs. It is shown for the first time that the IIR reaches a maximum value with strain

for NMOS and then reduces as higher levels of strain are applied. Compressively-

strained PMOS devices do not show this peak in IIR.

8.2 EXPERIMENTS

Mechanical stress in the channel was induced using a four point wafer bending

tool. NMOS devices were subjected to tensile strain while compressive strain was

applied to PMOS devices. For this study we applied strain only in the direction of the

channel. Drain current and substrate current measurements were then performed on the

strained devices as a function of the mechanical stress applied using the wafer bending

tool. The mechanically strained devices were then subjected to hot carrier stress at

different stress biases, and the degradation was measured at different biases and

mechanical strain levels. The experiments were carried out over a range of channel

lengths to characterize any trend in the behavior of the devices under strain.

8.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Drain current (Id) enhancement in NMOS devices under tensile stress is shown in

Fig 8.1(a). Current enhancement for PMOS devices under compressive strain is also

shown in Fig 8.1(b). The piezoelectric coefficient for the tensile-strained Si NMOSFETs
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was found to be 13.3x10-11MPa-1 while for compressively strained PMOS it was higher ~

22.9 x 10-11 MPa-1.

Figure 8.1: IDsat gain in (a) tensile strained-Si NMOSFET (b) compressively strained-Si
PMOSFET.

While drain current enhancements were obtained with strain at the same time the

substrate current (Isub) is also found to increase for both NMOS (Fig 8.2a) and PMOS (Fig

8.2b). The higher substrate current is a result of the reduced band gap and the increased

phonon mean free path at higher strain that leads to higher impact ionization. In order to

normalize the effect of both the drain current and the substrate current increasing with

strain and to compare the results at different values of stress in the channel the substrate

currents were normalized with respect to the drain current for purposes of comparison.

This ratio of ISUB/ID is termed the impact ionization ratio (IIR) and is traditionally used as

a measure of the hot carrier degradation in a device. In this work, the IIR is used as a

metric for comparing the hot carrier reliability of devices under different levels of strain

in order to normalize the effect of the increased drain current at higher strain.
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Figure 8.2: Substrate current increases with strain (a) tensile strained NMOS (b)
compressively strained PMOS.

For the hot carrier experiment, the devices were stressed at the peak Isub condition

for each drain bias. The measured IIR for NMOS is shown in Fig 8.3 as a function of
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function of strain for low strain levels. As the devices are subjected to further mechanical
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Figure 8.3: IIR shows a peak for a particular tensile stress in NMOS. The peak depends
on the applied Vds stress bias.

The reason behind this behavior of IIR in strained-Si NMOS is probably related to
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At further strain and higher splitting of the conduction band valleys it becomes further

favorable for the electrons to lose energy is via a single inter-valley scattering event

instead of multiple impact ionization and it is even possible for the IIR to become lower

than the unstrained devices. This leads to the peaking nature of the IIR as a function of

uniaxial tensile strain in NMOS devices as seen in Fig 8.3. The shift of the IIR peak at

higher drain bias is due to the fact that the electrons have a higher energy and impact

ionization can still be a more favorable relaxation mechanism than scattering via inter-

valley phonons. Thus, as shown in Fig 8.4, the IIR depends not only on the strain but also

the applied drain bias.

Figure 8.4: Current degradation in strained devices can be lower or higher than
unstrained device depending on the VDS stress bias.
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higher channel to gate-dielectric barrier height in the strained-Si devices that results from

the conduction band offset due to the strain in the channel.

Figure 8.5: Lifetime in strained-Si NMOS devices is better than unstrained devices at
the same IIR.

However, IIR behavior as a function of compressive strain in PMOS devices is

much different from the tensile strained NMOS devices. The IIR measured in

compressively strained PMOS devices (figure 8.6) does not show a peak. Instead, the IIR
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Figure 8.6: IIR increases with strain in PMOS. The increasing trend of IIR is similar for
different Vds.
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fundamental limitation for hot carrier reliability in sub-90nm MOS technologies and can

in fact result in improved intrinsic hot carrier lifetime.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

9.1 SUMMARY OF WORK

Scaling the conventional CMOS transistor beyond the 45nm generation ushers in

several fundamental limitations. In this dissertation we have proposed some means to

address these technological challenges and enhance MOSFET performance to sustain

scaling beyond the 45nm CMOS nodes. The two main avenues that were pursued in this

work to accomplish this were (1) a novel MOSFET architecture and (2) incorporation of

novel high mobility material in the MOSFET conduction channel.

The novel MOSFET architecture consists of a fully-depleted (FD) gate-all-

around(GAA) cantilever channel suspended between source-drain anchors. Simulation

and modeling of this architecture showed that although such a structure would be able to

address the electrostatic challenges for scaling below the 45nm CMOS nodes and

produce enhancements in mobility, vertically stacking such cantilevers to further enhance

drive currents in the same Si real estate might not be as attractive as having a single

cantilever channel from the cost-performance point-of-view. MOSFETs were

demonstrated using this single FD GAA cantilever channel architecture using high-κ

dielectric and metal gate. The device characteristics showed near ideal subthreshold

slopes and low off-state leakage currents, along with high drive currents leading to high

ION/IOFF ratio that are suitable for sustaining scaling beyond the 45nm node.

The novel high mobility material channel based approach proposed consists of

implementing pure Ge channel MOSFETs on Si substrates and biaxially strained-Si

channel MOSFETs on ultra-thin relaxed buffer layers. For such novel channel material

based approach the transistor architecture is close to the planar MOSFET—the main

challenge being to integrate the high mobility material on Si substrate and in a
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conventional CMOS process flow. We proposed a technique for implementing such high

mobility pure Ge layer on Si substrates and strained-Si on ultra-thin relaxed buffer layers

using dislocation blocking ultra-thin SiGe buffer layers with rapidly graded Ge mole

fraction. The pure Ge epitaxial layer demonstrated on Si substrate was almost defect free

and of high quality suitable for MOSFET applications. The strained-Si channel

demonstrated on such ultra-thin relaxed buffer layers was a significant improvement over

the contemporary thick relaxed buffer approach thus enabling integration of such

biaxially strained Si in conventional CMOS process along with improvements in self

heating effects and RF performance.

We also proposed integration of high mobility strained SiGe based FD GAA

cantilever channel MOSFET. Such a MOSFET would be able to combine the benefits of

both the novel architecture and high mobility channel material approach. While it would

be able to address the electrostatic challenges efficiently for scaling beyond 45nm nodes,

at the same time it would be able to produce further enhancements due to the high

mobility channel.

Finally, a study of some reliability aspects in current sub-90nm node MOSFETs is

included. The reliability issues discussed can be detrimental to device performance if not

addressed properly as devices are scaled beyond the 45nm node. As such these reliability

effects need to be estimated and modeled. Degradation of low frequency noise due to hot

carrier stress was characterized and it was demonstrated that such degradation models

needs to incorporated for sustaining analog and RF performance for future generation

nodes. Hot carrier reliability in uniaxially-strained Si devices were also characterized and

it was shown that increased levels of strain provide no fundamental limitation for hot

carrier reliability in sub-90nm MOS technologies and can result in improved intrinsic hot

carrier lifetime.
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9.2 FUTURE WORK

While the approaches that have been proposed in this dissertation might be ideal

for scaling beyond 45nm node, significant work still needs to be done in these areas. The

Ge mole fraction in the SiGe cantilevers demonstrated was 0.2. Process optimization

needs to be done in order to increase the mole fraction of the Ge such that even pure Ge

cantilever channels can be incorporated that are capable of further enhancements in

mobility. Using the strained-Si on ultra-thin relaxed buffer layers it might also be

possible to selectively etch off the SiGe buffer layers underneath the strained-Si channel

similar to the multiple cantilever fabrication process such that strained-Si cantilever

channels can be implemented leading to enhancements in mobility. Simulations have

showed that such a structure would be uniaxially strained even after etching of the

relaxed buffer layers such that it could also be an ideal candidate for performance

enhancement. Although it was shown from simulations that stacking multiple channels in

parallel vertically might not be very attractive for drive current enhancements, the same

technique could be used to stack a n-channel and a p-channel device to form a vertically

stacked inverter and further a whole system of vertically stacked CMOS logic circuitry.

Such a vertically stacked logic unit would not only increase packing density but also

provide significant enhancement in device characteristics and might provide a distinct

paradigm as we are scaling beyond the 45 nm CMOS node.
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